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Using ideas of Suslin-VaserZtein we prove some results concerning completing 
a unimod~ar row to an invertible matrix. For example, if A is a polynomial 
ring over a field in any number of indeterminates, then any unimodular row over 
A of length m > n + 2 in which appears a polynomial in n indeterminates is 
compIetabIe to a matrix in E,(A). 
This paper is based on Suslin-Vase&ein’s work [l, Sect. 43. 
All rings in the paper are supposed to be commutative with unit. A row 
[aI ,-., am] over a ring R is called unimoduhw if qR + 1%. + a,R = R. We say 
that a unimodular row [aI ,..., a,] over a ring R is com~letub~e if it can be 
completed to a matrix in E,(R). As usual, E,(R) denotes the subgroup of 
GL,(R) generated by the elementary matrices I + a+ (a E R, 1 < i, j < m, 
i f j). 
LEMMA. Let B be a ring, [fi ,.. ., fm] (m 3 2) a unimodular YOW over the 
polynomial ring in one indeterminate A = B[t]. Assume fm is a unitary polynomial. 
Then for any k : 1 < k < m, the ideal (fkA + a.* + fmA) n B in B and’ the 
coe~cients offI ,..., fkP1 generate the ideal (1) of B. 
Proof. The ring A = ~/(f~ + .=* + fmA) = B[Ej is an integral extension 
of B because f% is unitary. The images of the coeflicients of fi ,..., f& in 2 
generate a11 the ring as an ideal and so the same is true aIso in i?. 
Remarks. Under the assumptions of the Lemma we get in particular that the 
coefficients of fi ,..., fmul generate all the ring B; this can also be proved directly. 
The argument above can replace the use of resultants in [l, Sect. 41. 
*Tb.is is part of the author’s Ph.D. Thesis prepared at the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem under the supervision of Professor Harry Furstenberg, to whom the author 
expresses his gratitude. The author wishes to acknowledge Professor &man Bass from 
Columbia University for sending him valuabte material concerning Serre’s problem. 
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Proof. y the Lemma the ideal generated in B by fi andB n (&A + ’ ” * +jfnJ) 
is all he. We add to fi the element b,t where 6, E B 0 (JzA -+ ... + j&4>, 
(jI 1 b,) = (1). Now by the proof of [I, Sect. 4 Lemme l(b)] (here we do not use 
resultants) we see that the ideal (fi -I- &)A +fz& contains an elemer; of the 
form t + c where c E B, and so the proof is finished. 
PYOL$ If7n>2therow[a~,J’,,... , f,,J is completable over A by Proposition 1_ 
By specializing t -+ 0 we obtain that the row [q ,.“., a,,] is completable ever B, 
In case m = 2, a,, is invertible. 
The preceding corollary motivates the definition of the Mowing property of a 
ring R(m 3 2): 
(Pm) Poor any unimodular YOW [a, ,..., urn] otwr Ii! tthe exist ~~~~~orn~~~s 
fp ,...,f% E Aft] and a rnutyi~ E f Em(R[t]) such. that fi(0) = a6 (1 < i < m), it&? 
row Lfi ,..., fm] is wzimodular over R[t], [fi ).. ., f,]~ = [gl ,...) Rm] z&eve g, is 
~~itu~y. (~~~~vale~tly there exist E E Ed and ~o~y~o~a~s g, I...) g, in RF] 
such that [aI ,..., a& = [b, ,..., LJ, g,(O) = bi , g, is unitary and the row 
[g, ,...,g,‘j is unimodular over R[tj) (cf. [I, Sect. 4, Lemme 41). Clearly 
for any niI idea! a R fulfils the property Pm iff RI&? fulfils it. It is 
easy to show that polynomials rings over fields share the property .Pq, for any 
m 3 2. The ring R[X, Y-j/(X2 + Y2 - I\r (R, the real field) does not share the -’ -7 - 
property P2 ) otherwise the row [X, Y, z] over the ring R[X, k”> Zj == 
wpit y, .q/(XZ “r y 2 + P - 1) would be ~~~~~g~~~~~ by the Mo-kg 
proposition (which is a slight enlargement of the preceding corollary), contra- 
dict&g [3, Theorem 31. 
LEMMA. For m > 2, a jkite direct sum of Yifzgs that satisjy 8, satisfies B, 
PFOO$ Assume R and S are rings that satisfy 9% . In the formtilatior, of the 
property 9% if degg, = k then by a suitable elementary transformation of the 
I-QW Ig1 I.*., &II we can obtain a unitary ~o~~~orni~~ g,’ in the transformed row 
of degree k’ for any k’ 3 R, so if [(q , bl),..., (aVh )b,)] is a unimodular row over 
&r/49/r-14 
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R @ S (ai E R, bi E 5’) we can obtain by elementary transformations over R @ S 
a row [(a,‘, b’),..., (a,‘, &‘)I such that there are polynomials gi E R[t], hi E S[t] 
which satisfy: g,(O) = a,‘; hi(O) = bi’ (1 < i < m), g, and h, are unitary (in 
R[t], S[t], respectively), degg, = deg h, and the row [(gr , hr),..., (gnz, Am)] 
is unimodular over R @ S[t] g R[t] @ 5’[t]. Clearly (g, , k,) is unitary in 
R @ S[t]. 
ASSERTION. A polynomial ring in any number of indeterminates over a semi- 
local ring with nil Jacobson radical satisfies gnx for m 3 2. 
Proof. Indeed such a ring modulo its nil radical is a finite direct sum of 
polynomial rings over fields. 
If B is a principal ideal domain and R = B[t, ,..., tn] then for any a, E B, 
a1 f 0, and noninvertible, A/a,A s B/a,B[t r ,. .., t,] is a polynomial ring over 
the semilocal ring B/a,B with nilpotent radical and so satisfies 9m for any m > 2. 
We conclude by Proposition 2 that any row over A of length > 3 which contains 
an element of B is completable. To generalize this result let us reformulate 
[l, Sect. 4, Lemme 41. 
ASSERTION. If B is a Noetherian ring of Krull dimension d then a polynomial 
ring over B in any number of indeterminates satisfies pm. for m 3 d + 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let B be a Noetherian ring of Krull dimension d, [al ,..., a,,J 
(m > 3) a unimodular YOW over the polynomial ring in n indetaminates A = 
B[t, ,..., GJ. Assume a, E B[t, ,..., tk] (k < n) is not a xero divisor and 
m 3 d f k $2. Then the given TOW is completable. 
Proof. By the last assertion the ring 
44 E 84 ,..., hJalB[tl , . . . . t,][t,+, ..., t,] 
satisfies pm-r (in fact it is enough to assume that a, does not belong to any 
isolated prime component of (0) is B[t, ,..., tk]). We reach the conclusion by 
Proposition 2. 
COROLLARY. Let B be a principal ideal domain. Let [al ,..., a,] be a unimodular 
TOW over a polynomial ying A = B[t, ,..., t,]. Assume a, E B[t, ,..., tk] (k < n) and 
m 2 k + 3. Then the given YOW is completable. In particular any unimodular YOW 
over A in which appears an element of I3 can be completed to an invertible matrix. 
The last corollary for fields reads: 
COROLLARY. Let [a,,..., a,] be a unimodular YOW over a polynomial ring A 
over a jield in any number of indeterminates. Assume a, is a polynomial in k indeter- 
minutes and m > k + 2. Then the given TOW is completable. In particular any 
~RO~OS~T~O~ 4. Let R be a ring and [a1 l...) am] (9% 3 3) a ~~imoa~~a~ row 
over w. Assume b, E a@ + -*. + a&, a$ + b,R = R ar?d the ring R[l./bJ 
satis$es P+nm-l , Then the given irow is co~~~~etab~e. 
PTOOf. Let us adjoin to R an indeterminate t. It is enough to show that the 
given row is completable over R[t]. Let us add ‘to a, the element b,f 0f 
%Ril -i- ... T a,$[$ Then R[t]/(a, $ b,t) E R[l/b and so by Proposition 2 
the praof is finished. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a 3Joetherian rivzg of KruEI d~~e~s~o~ d, A = B[tl , . , tJ 
a p~~~no~~~~~ ring mm B, [aI ,..., am] a un~~od~~a~ YOW over A. Assume a,A _- 
((aZA - ..- $- u,A) n .B[t, :..., t&A = A (k < n), m 3 d + k ,-+ 3. l’hm the 
given row is co~~~~etub~e. 
Proof. By the assertion preceding proposition 3 if b, E (fag2 + ... + a,&i) c 
B[fl :...) t&A and a,A + b,A = A then the ring B[ti ,..,, tJ[I lb,] satisfies .g9?L--I. 
and so by proposition 4 the proof is ~~~sh~d. 
~~a~~. In the conditions of the corolhxry there is a poly~o~~~a~~~t~ ,..., tkj E 
BItI ,..., fd such that a, =f mod(a,d f ... + ~,i4)~!~. 
Let us reformulate the Iast corollary for fields. 
C0Rm.L.4RY. Let fax )..‘, am] be a ~~~rnod~~a~ YOW over a p~~~~ao~~~a~ ring 
A = k[t, , . . . , t,] ofuer a field k. Assume 
aiA t (fazA4 -f- ~.v -I; a,A) n B[t, ,..., t&A = A(K f R), ’ 3. m > R -- 
Then the given row is completable. 
Let us see a further result of Proposition i : 
/k35ERTXQr;. Any unimoduIar row of length 33 over a polynomial ring 0ver a 
field in which appear two polynomials in disjoint sets of indeterminates is com- 
pletable. 
23m$ Assume the pol~~ornia~s ffX, >..‘, X7J and g(Xtii.l ,..., X,) appear in 
the row. Then by a suitable change of indetermi~at~s .X% -+ Xi = .X+ i X2 
(k f 1 < i < n - 1) weobtaing~x~~~ ,..~) X,) =J+(XL+~ Ia..i XAS1 i X’,) where 
g’ is unitary In X, and so by Proposition It the proof is finished (we take 
23 = k[Xl , . . .) x1; ) x;.+l , . .) x;-,]). 
ErnAMPLES. It is easy to show that the ring R[X, Y, I/x” $- Y*] does net --- 
satisfy 92 ) otherwise the row [X, Y, Z] Over the ring W[Z;, P, Z] - 
(R[X: Y, %]>&%? -+ Ye -+ 2% - 1) would be comp!etable. Let there he given 
a unimodular row over a ring .#? with x, y as first two elements and % the kkal 
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generated by the other elements in the row. Assume there are elements a, ai in 
R such that the element 
z = ym + C a,#-iyi + 01%x 
i=l 
is invertible mod 2L (e.g., assume y” + PX or y2 + aoly + Gx is invertible 
mod !?I). Then the given row is completable (in fact &z is the resultant of the 
polynomials X” + a,,-,X1ll-l + ... + a,X + x and olX - y). 
The following assertion may be of some interest in view of [2, Def. 3.21: 
ASSERTION. Let B be a ring with stable range s. Assume [a, ,..., a,,,] is a 
unimodular row over A = B[t] with m 3 (s/2) + 1 and a,,, unitary. Then 
there are h, ,..., h, in A such that the ideal generated by ai f Xiamfl (1 < i < m) 
contains an element of the form t f b (b E B). Moreover there is a matrix 
E E E,(A) such that [al + hia,,, , . . . , a m. + hmam+& = [t + b,...]. For example, 
if iSal ,..., a,+,1 is a unimodular row over the polynomial ring A = k[X, ,..., X,] 
over a field k with m 3 (n/2) + 1 (or if k is finite and nz > max(2, (a + 1)/2)) 
then there exist hi E A (1 < i < m) such that the ideal generated by ai + h,a,+, 
(1 < i < m) contains an “indeterminate” X,’ (that is there are X,‘,..., X,’ 
such that K[X, ,..., X,] = K[X,‘,..., X,‘]) (see [2]; cf. also [l, ThCoreme 31 and 
its proof). 
Proof. Assume deg a,,, = d. By the Lemma at the beginning of this paper 
and the assumption m > (s/2) + 1 we can add to a, ,..., a,_1 elements of the 
ideal a,A i arn+lA to obtain polynomials a,‘,..., akel of degree < d - 1 whose 
coefficients generate the ideal B. Add an element of al’A + ... + ak-,_,A to a, 
to obtain a unitary polynomial a,’ of degree d - 1, and so we can obtain that the 
first m - 2 elements of the row are of degree <d - 2 and their coefficients 
generate all B. But then the ideal generated by these elements and a,,, contains 
a unitary polynomial of degree d - 2 and so we continue this process till we 
obtain an element of the form t + b, b E B in the row. 
In this process the element a,,, remains unchanged. The proof of the assertion 
is completed by the following remark (cf. [l, Sect. 3, Lemme 31). Let R be a ring, 
ME E,(R) and pi E R (1 < i < m). Then 
!,“,i. H, = ii,:.:” ,)b M o 8) 
where [X, , . . . . A,,] = [pi ,. .., ,u&lP. 
Final remarks. Let R be a ring. We recall that R is a Hermite ring if any 
unimodular row over R can be completed to an invertible matrix. Let us call an 
element a of a ring R m-Hermite (m > 1) if any unimodular row of length m 
UNIMODULAR ROWS illI 
which contains a can be completed to an invertible matrix. A ~~~~~~~ ekmema: 
is an element which is m-Hermite for any m 3 1. More generally a sequence 
la, >‘.., a,] of elements in R will be called m-Her&e (m >, k) if any unimodular 
row which contains the given sequence can be completed to an invertible 
matrix. Let us use the term strongly m-Hermite for the case of completability to 
a matrix in Em(R). A sequence of length k is t is m-Hermite 
for any m 3 6 and it is strongly HePmiie if 
m > max(3, k + 1). 
Clearly any nilpotent element is strongly Hermite. Any invertible element and 
more generally any unimodular sequence is strongly Hermite. 
Part of the results of this paper can be stated in terms of Hermiteness; for 
example, if is a ring, a pair (7, j) where Y E HP, j‘is a unitary polynomial in R[XJ 
is strongly ermite in R[X]. Any polynomial in one variable and also any pair 
of two polynomials in disjoint sets of indeterminates in k[Xl ,..., X,] jk a field) 
are strongly Hermite; any poiynomial in n variables is R-strongly ITiermite for 
k>n+2. 
It can be shown that if R is a Mermite rin n any unitary polynomial in 
R[X] which sphts into linear factors is strongly rmite. For K a field, assummg 
kjXl )~~.) X,] is Hermite (that is assuming that answer to Serre’s problem for 
k[X, ,...> XJ is positive) it can be shown that any product of “indeterminates” in 
..Y X, , X,,r] is strongly Hermite (as before an element a of a polynomial 
= k[X, >..., X,] is called here an “indeterminate” if there are elements 
a, )...~ CE, of R such that a, = a and R = k[a, )...) ar]). 
Remark. For a complete solution of Serre’s problem see D. Q 
“‘Projective modules over polynomial rings” (mu. M&h. 3 
Theorem 3 in this paper implies that any u~i~~odu~ar row over 
commutative ring) which contains a unitary polynomial is compietablk to an 
invertible matrix. 
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